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HADRON SPECTROSCOPY USING MONTE CARLO TECHNIQUE
IN LATTICE GAUGE THEORY
G. Martinelli

Laboratoři Nazionali di Frascati, I.N.F.N., Caiella Postals 13, 00044 Frascati,

Italy

In the last few years many progresses have been made in understanding hadron

physics in terms of interacting coloured quarks and gluons /quantum chrontodynamics

= QCD/. \

The only formulation capable of giving quantitative predictions for the had-

ronic world at low energies /apectroscopy, vidths .../ is actually QCD on a latti-

ce.

The main results obtained by Monte Carlo techniques in lattice QCD for Hadro

spectroscopy are reviewed and open problems are discussed.
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COMPUTATION OF CRITICAL INDICES USING FIELD THEORY

\
J. Zinn-Justin
Service de Physique Théorique, CEN-Saclsy, 91191 Gif sur Yvette, Cedex, France

In this\alk I shall discuss the computation of the critical indices which characterise the

power law behavior of various thernodynamical quantities near the critical temperature / o f i

system undergoing a second-order, ie continuous phase transition.

I shall use throughout the talk the language of ferromagnetic systems, althougt/the indices

have a much more universal character, which will become more apparent when I shal^compare the

theoretical results with^ experimental data.

The renormalized group

For a few decades the theoretical framework for the study of critical'phenomena was Landau's

mean field which assumed that tne free energy was an analytic function/of all relevant variables

and thus predicted a power law beftavior with simple universal exponents for all physical quanti-

ties.

The spontaneous magnetization M,\he specific heat C, the correlation length £, the magnetic

susceptibility x> the two point correlation function G (x) a t ^ > at large distances were predic-

ted to behave like :

(1) TI""1, E
G2(x)

Y, n assume their so-called clas-in which d is the dimension of space, and the indicg

sical values :

(2) B - 1/2, a - 0, v /l/2, \ - 1, n

But ic was also known for a long time that Landau's mean field theory, although qualitatively

correct, was quantitatively incorrect. Tbe^xact solution ofNfhe two dimensional Ising model gave

different exponents

(3) 6 - 1/8, a/- 0, Y - 7/4, n \ 1/4

Both experimental results and numerical analyses of series expansionVon lattices indicated also non

classical values. At the same timsf they indicated that exponents had sttill a universal character,

but that different systems divided in various universal classes depending on some general qualita-

tive features. Widom /!/ prop/sed then a phenomenological scaling law for\he equation of state

which allowed non classical/Values for exponents and predicted relations amng them.

At the begining of tHe 70 tie* K.G. Wilson HI in a series of papers showeVi how the notion of

renormalization group arid fixed points in hamiltonian space explained universally without leading

to a classical theory/tor a space dimension smaller Chan four. At the same time heXshowed how

fixed point equations could be solved in dimension d close to four in a systematic expansion in

powers of E " 4-

As a consaquence Wilson and Fisher and Wilson /3/ could calculate critical e::ponenc\ up to

order e and e/ respectively for the n vector model, ie a model in which the spin which is ire order

parameter his n components, and the model has an internal 0(n) symmetry. Setting e-1 in the\fpre«-

sions, l*»d to values of exponenta much closer to values taken from other evaluations than

field values.
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SURFACE STUDIES BY SPUTTERING

P. Sigrrxnd

OdensB University, OK-5230 Odenss f!, Denmark

1. The Phenomenon.

Sputtering is the erosion of surfaces by particle bombardment /"!/. It is a

universal phenomenon, observable on all materials after bombardment with energetic

ions, fast and slow neutrons, electrons and, for some materials, photons. Charac-

teristically, the eroded thickness is approximately proportional to the number of

bombarding particles per target surface area. This makes it meaningful to define

the sputter yield Y, the number of sputtered atoms (or molecules) per incident

particle. Values of Y - 10 -10 atoms per incident particle are common, dependent

on material and projectile. Sputtering is distinguished from particle-induced evap-

oration which depends on the incident current density, from particle-induced de-

sorption which deals with the removal of monolayer and submonolayer adsorbates, and

from blistering, flaking and exfoliation which are caused by the mechanical action

of large amounts of implanted gas, and alike.

Sputtering is a process on the atomic or molecular scale. Typically, neutral

atoms, molecules and clusters are emitted in ground and excited states. Negative

and positive ions are always present in the sputtered flux, quite often in very

small amounts but occasionally dominating. Typical ejection energies lie in the

0.1 - 10 eV range but the upper limit, being determined by conservation laws, may

be much higher .

2. Applications.

Sputtering has been utilized to produce thin films for well over 100 years

and is a key technique in electronic device technology, coating, fabricating mag-

netic alloys etc. Sputtering is used routinely, for etching and polishing, and for

surface cleaning in ultrahigh vacuum studies. During the last decade, sputtering

has developed to a standard tool in surface analysis and depth profiling. Sput-

j tering constitutes an efficient ion source in accelerator technology and in mass

! spectrometry, the latter not the least for investigation of large involatile mole-

! cules. Astrophysicists investigate sputtering as a mechanism of erosion of planets

and their satellites by solar wind and other particle bombardment. Erosion may oc-

: cur either from a planetary atmosphere, or from a solid surface in the absence of

an atmosphere. Fusion technologists are interested in sputtering because of the

action of high-speed plasma particles on the first reactor wall and the consecutive

cooling of the plasma, the action of plasma particles on a fuel pellet, and alike.

3. Experimental Techniques.

Classical sputter experiments measure weight change, originally by micro-

scales, more recently in situ with the target mounted on a guartz oscillator 121.

Erosion and composition changes may be recorded by means of Rutherford Backscat-

tering Spectroscopy or other nuclear techniques, and changes in surface composition

may be quantified by Auger Electron Spectroscopy and other surface sensitive tech-

niques. Scanning electron microscopes and other instruments monitor changes in sur-

face morphology. The sputtered material may be collected e.g. on a strip of alumi-

nium and analyzed by microanalytical or surface sensitive techniques /3/. The flux

of sputtered particles may be analyzed in situ by time-of-flight spectroscopy /13/,

and most promisingly so by laser resonance fluorescence or two-photon resonance
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ionization spectroscopy /4/. The latter two techniques, base-;! on tijnab]e lasers,

combine high specificity with high sensitivity and, by resoiving the Doppler shift..

provide velocity spectra of the sputtered species at the samo time. Presumahly,

such techniques will gradually replace conventional SIMS {secondary ion mass spec-

trometry) measurements which utilize the flux of ionized sputtered species only.

Reliable sputter experiments are carried out on well characterized targets

under ultrahigh vacuum conditions, i.e., pressures up to - 10 torr, and a well

defined beam. Frequently, one of the two requirements is fulfilled, satisfying both

is still the exception. A dramatic dependence of the angular distribution of the
-7 -9

sputtered flux on the pressure in the target chamber (1-10 versus 3-10 torr)

has been reported recently /5/. The connection between surface composition gradi-

ents and angular distributions of sputtered particles is well documented /6/.

4. Elementary Processes.

4.1 Knockon Sputtering.

Ion bombardment at energies above a certain threshold (̂  10 eV) causes more

or less pronounced sputtering on all target materials. At oblique incidence, an

ion may knock out a surface atom directly in one binary collision. Since the latter

obeys conservation laws, the measured energy-angle relationship may be utilized to

determine the mass of the ejected atom. This forms the basis of ion descrption

spectroscopy HI, a corrolary to conventional ion scattering spectroscopy. Its

strength is the detection of light adsorbates such as hydrogen.

More pronounced sputtering, yet with much weaker correlation between the in-

going and outgoing flux, is due to atomic collision cascades, i.e., sequences of

collisions undergone by successi.ve generations of recoil atoms /8/. For high-energy

particles, effective collision mean free paths are large enough to leave the lat-

tice structure basically intact, such that only a minor fraction of the target par-

ticles are set in motion. Superposition of two such dilute (or linear) cascades,

e.g. by bombardment with a diatomic molecule /9/, causes roughly a doubling of the

sputter yield. In dense cascades (or spikes), the majority of atoms within the

cascade volume is set in motion /8,10/, hence linear superposition will not apply.

In linear cascades, the sputter yield is proportional to the energy per depth de-

posited near the surface /11/, while such a simple relationship does not apply for

dense cascades. Experimentally, yield enhancements by up to an order of magnitude

have been found for molecular-ion as compared to atomic-ion bombardment for heavy

ions incident on heavy target materials /9/.

The multiple collision problem of linear collision cascades is conveniently

modelled in terms of linear transport theory or various types of Monte Carlo or

binary collision codes /1,8/. The difference between these approaches is mainly in

the method rather than the physics, although the third method, unlike the former

two, incorporates crystal lattice structure. The theory is related to, and based

on, standard particle penetration theory as well as concepts from radiation damage.

Predicted sputter yields lie typically within ~ 10-30 pet. from measured values,

the scatter of the latter often being of similar magnitude.

Considerable uncertainty prevails with regard to the proper theoretical de-

scription of the more collective motion in dense cascades. Modelling in terms of

evaporation from heated spikes has been carried out most explicitly /12/. Reason-

able molecular enhancement factors have been estimated, yet the inherent accuracy

of absolute yield estimates is poor. Thermal models find support in measured energy

spectra cf sputtered particles /13/, yet theoretical estimates of energy spectra

for alternative ejection mechanisms have not yet been derived. Shock-wave type of
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models have been discussed /14/, yet both the mechanism of particle emission in a

direction opposing the beam and the conditions under which such a model would apply

are unclear at present. A theoretical description in terms of a high-pressure gas

(up to - 105 atm.) appears plausible in particular for condensed-gas targets /15/

yet has not been quantified up till now.

In modelling spike sputtering, attention need to be given to the high sputter

yield, up to - 10 atoms in the average, and possibly an order of magnitude more

in individual events. Thus, sizable craters may be formed in individual impacts

which may readily be observed under the electron microscope.

4.2, Electronic Sputtering.

while the sputter yield of protons on silicon has a peak value of -. 10

atoms/ion at 1 keV, the sputter yield of protons incident on water ice is about

three orders of magnitude larger and peaks at - 100 keV /16/. While the former is

a knockon process, the latter is clearly caused by the ionizing (electronic) ac-

tion of the incident proton. Similar effects have been observed on many insulators

/1e,17/. They are related to, yet not identical with, electron or photon stimulated

desorption. Since large erosion yields, up to W atoms or molecules/ion, are

quite common, surface ionization or excitation alone cannot account for the magni-

tude of the observed effects. Some excitation transfer (e.g. exciton diffusion)

takes place from the bulk toward the surface, there causing a kinetic energy re-

lease upon deexcitation and thus allowing particle ejection /18/. The model re-

ceives strong support from the measured dependence of the sputter yield on the

thickness of the insulating layer /19/. Thus, there is a potential to provide com-

petitive experimental data on luminescence from sputtering measurements /18/.

Nonlinearitles such as molecular-beam yield enhancements have also been ob-

served in electronic sputtering /16/. Original attempts of modelling these effects

by means of ion explosion spikes seem to have been abandoned. Spike concepts from

knockon cascades have been utilized occasionally and may prove useful. Predictive

criteria for the occurrence of nonlinearities have not been presented so far.

5. Emission of Molecules and Clusters.

There is ample evidence, mostly from mass spectrometric measurements, that

adsorbed molecules can be ejected as a result of particle bombardment, in particu-

lar wJ.tn ions of energies ranging from the lower keV to the upper MeV region /1/.

Even organic molecules in the mass range of 10 amu can be sputtered /1e/, intact

or in major or minor fragments. Also metal clusters or molecular clusters are ob-

served, such as /20/(CsI) Cs with n as high as - 40. It is not clear in general

whether emitted clusters have seme identity already in the target and are ejected

as such, or whether they are formed by recombination of smaller entities in front

of the target. Cluster size distributions have been observed to depend on the time

of observation after emission /20/ (0.1 iis - 1 ms) , i.e., some relaxation or dis-

sociation into more stable configurations occurs after emission. Cluster or mole-

cule formation by recombination should be favored under high-yield bombardment con-

ditions, and energy spectra should show an increasingly pronounced low-energy peak

with increasing cluster size. Evidence tn favor of recombination processes is

available /21/ but does not yet appear unambiguous due to the lack of theoretical

predictions for alternative mechanisms.

A comparatively new feature is the analysis of rorational vibrational states

of emitted molecules from the optical emission of electronically excited sputtered

molecules /22/. Since the internal motion of a sputtered molecule — whether formed
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by recombination or direct ejection — is determined primarily by the energy dis-

tribution in a collision cascade which follows approximately an E inw, vibration-

al and rotational state populations are strongly nonmaxwellian fill.

As a general rule of thumb, most molecules that might be expected to be found

in the sputtered flux will actually be found, including those containing atoms of

the bombarding species /21/.

6. Multicomponent Materials.

Most basic sputter measurements and practically all applications deal with

multicomponent systems, i.e., alloys and compounds. Even in case of a high-purity

elemental target material, the bombarding ion species {e.g. noble gas, oxygen,

ect.) is usually different from the target material and thus gives rise to an al-

loyed surface layer at all but the lowest ion fluences.

The behavior of multicomponent targets under ion bombardment is far from quan-

titatively understood /23/. Here is a list of some of the reasons.

a) The sputter process is usually preferential, i.e., the chance of any par-

ticular atom to get sputtered depends, amongst other parameters, on its

species because of different surface binding, different slowing-down be-

havior and different energy sharing in the collision cascade of the com-

ponents. Thus, a shallow layer of altered composition within the sputter

depth (- 5A) must rapidly be formed during bombardment /24,6/.

b) Most particle-induced motion of atoms takes place beyond the sputter depth,

within the ion range or damage depth which may be orders of magnitude larger. Parti-

cle-induced relocation (atomic mixing) normally distorts the original com-

position of the target long before arrival of the receding surface /25/.

c) Bombardment-induced vacancies and interstials may migrate freely, dependent

on bombardment conditions, and thus cause significant intermixing in ad-

dition to disordering by collisional processes /26/.

d) Radiation-induced segregation may occur due to preferential binding of mi-

grating defects to a particular target species 17.11.

e) Hetastable phases may form by atomic mixing but withstand further inter-

mixing /28/.

The competition of these effects will normally cause changes in composition

on different depth and time scales, with the target temperature playing a decisive

role. This affects the relation between eroded layer thickness and the bombarding

ion fluence and influences the depth resolution of sputter profiling. The notion

of sputter etching providing a "layer by layer" removal is thus a misleading over-

simplification. Similarly, the notion of "sputter cleaning" may well indicate good

craftsmanship but is hardly understood theoretically.
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ICE AGES
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INTRODUCTION

The clinate of a region is often thought of as the weather which ordinarily occurs there. In

a more readily quantifiable termB, the climate nay be Identified with the set of long term

statistical properties of the atmosphere.

Historical data show that the climate has not been stable during the last millenia. For

example, between 900 and 1400 A.D., global temperature were soaewhat warmer than now and the

Vikings were able to sail from Scandinavia to Iceland and Greenland, across the North Atlantic

which was almost ice-free. A few centuries later, the climate again cooled Into what is called

"the Little Ice Age", which lasted from the 16th to the 19th century. Hountain glaciers grew

(e.g. in the Alps) and sea ice expanded on the polar seas. The Viking settlements on Greenland

disappeared and the population or Iceland hardly survived. The Little Ice Age was followed by a

steady rise in northern hemisphere temperatures until about 1940, when temperatures again began

to cool.

Geological data demonstrate that the Earth's climate experienced much stronger variation*

on a 10* to 105 year scale. Clacial geologists observed In the Alps and in the Jura the presence

of moraines or erratic boulders that were first interpreted by de Charpentier and Aggasslz U839)

as the evidence of the presence of a huge ice sheet over Switzerland and much of northern Europe

during a tine of cold climate.

THE SUCCESSION OF ICE AGES RECORDED IN THE DEEP SEA

The sea floor is generally covered with a blanket of sediments. Along the margins of the

continents, mud transported to the ocean by rivers is redistributed by currents. It remains

mainly localized at the proximity of the continental source. Away from the continental margins,

much of the deep ocean floor is covered with fine-textured oozes, composed of fossilized shells

of minute animals (foraminifer) and plants. In the surficlal sediment, which is recent, these

shells are similar to those of the planktonic animals and plants that live today at the same

place, near the surface of the ocean. In the deep sediment layers, the shells are those of

fossils that have lived in the past in the surface water of the same area.

Geochemists and geophysicists have developped various Methods In order to estimate the age

of the sedimentary layers. These methods use primarily the decay of radioactive isotopes, such as

carbon-14 (half life: 5,730 years) and Thorium-230 (Half life: 75.200 years). A detailed

synthesis of radioactive dating is given in III. The reversals of the earth's magnetic field,

which may be well dated by the study of continental volcanic rocks, are also recorded in deep sea

sediments and provide accurate stratlgraphlc markers 111.

A critical parameter to the deciphering of the earth's climatic history ia the l9O/l6O ratio

of the ealcltlc shells of daad animals dapoaited In the deep sea aedtaent. This isotoplc ratio

depend* only on two parameters, the *f0/l*0 ratio and tha temperature of the sea water In which

the animal has crown it* shell (*ae a review 131). Both parameters daptnd on the climate. In th*

complicated process by which water which avaporatea from tha aaa condense* in clouds and

ultimately praclpitatas a* anow to build th* Ice sheeta, the heavy isotope " 0 doa* not

653
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participate equally with the light Isotope l 60. Whereas 160 evaporates faster than ia0 and Is

enriched In the vapour phase, the heavy Isotope l60 Is enriched in the liquid phase. As a

consequence, the 180/160 ratio of the precipitations decrease with the condensation temperature

and the snov falling in high latitudes* which constitute the ultimate term in the atmospheric

water cycle, are strongly impoverished in l8O (up to 50 pe1' mil).

Therefore, as Ice sheets grow, thay store large amounts of water depleted in ie0 and the

ocean becomes Increasingly enriched In 1 60. Conversely, as ice sheets me] t, the sea water is

diluted by 160 enriched glacial meltwater and its 160/160 decreases. Thus, it is possible to

follow the growth and the shrinking of great ice sheets through time by measuring with a

mass-spectrometer the variations of the oxygen isotopic composition of foraminiferal shells in

deep sea sediment cores (Emillanl fkf and many others). The record (Figure 1-A) clearly shows

that the climate has been continuously changing for the last 900,000 years, oscillating between a

warm and a cold node. We are now in a warm period, a rather unusual event which occurs less than

10Z of the time. Most often, the climate is characterized by bigger ice sheets developped over

the continents.

The planktonic aninaIs and plants that live in surface waters of the ocean are closely

adapted to the temperature. Cool loving species are found in the high latitudes of the oceans,

whereas completely different wans water species are found at low latitudes. Imbrie and Kipp /5/

have developped a statistical method (transfer functions) which permits to translate numerical

descriptions of the planktonic biota into estimates of past seasonal sea surface temperatures.

The average standard error of estimates for individual samples is + 1.5°C. As an example, Figure

2 compares the oxygen isotopic record and the variations of sea surface temperatures in core

SU81-32 raised off Portugal.

THE LAST GLACIAL MAXIHUM

In 1971, an International consortium of scientists (CLIMAP) was formed to study the history

of global climate over the past million years and to reconstruct the Earth's surface at

particular tines in the past. Such reconstructions can serve as boundary conditions for the most

developped general circulation models of the atmosphere. CLIMAP /6,7/ started first by the

reconstruction of the surface of the Ice Age Earth 18,000 years ago, when the continental ice

sheets reached their maximum extension.

In the northern hemisphere, the glacial world differed strikingly from the present in the

huge land-based ice sheets (over northern Europe and America), reaching more than 3km in

thickness. A dramatic increase In the extent of pack-ice and marine based ice sheets was also

observed. In the southern hemisphere, the most striking contrast with today was the greater

extent of sea ice, whereas minor mountain glaciers developped in Australia and South America. As

a consequence of the storage of water as tee sheets over the continents, the sea level was lower

than today by about 100 to 150 meters.

The 18,000 year B.P. oceans were characterized by an equatorward displacement of polar

frontal systems, a marked steepening of thermal gradients along these polar frontal systems

(particularly in Che North Atlantic and the Southern Ocean), a general cooling of most surface

waters, with a global average of -1.7*C for August and -I.4°C for February. The cooling was far

from an uniform one: Nearly stable positions and temperature were observed for the central gyres

In the subtropical Atlantic, Indian and Pacific oceans. Dramatic coolings, up to 10*C or more,

ware observed at the latitude of Europe; this feature Is linked to the southern extension of

polar water mataaa in the North Atlantic and to a large shift In the path of the Gulf Stream,

which flowed due cast at 40#N across tht Atlantic. Increased intensity of eastern boundary

currants resulted in tha aquatorvard extension of low temperature surface vatars along the

vasttrn coast of Africa. Australia and South America.Stronger upvclllnf and an Increased cooling

wars found along equatorial dlvargapca In the Pacific Ocaan.
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The continents were generally cooler and dramatically much dryer than today. One of the most

characteristic examples is the sumer monsoon rain over south-east Asia, which was then reduced

by a factor 2 /8,9/. As a consequence of dryness, grassland, steppes and deserts spread at the

expenses of forests /10,11,12,13/. The average surface albedo was higher than today. This was

mainly due to the expanded glaciers and sea-Ice fields. However the albedo of the non-glaciated

dry land was also higher over most of the world.

At high latitudes, ice cores drilled through the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets are used

to estimate local air temperature variations and to obtain valuable Informations concerning the

past environment (e.g. the C02 and dust contents of Che global atmosphere) over the past 100,000

years. The leO/160 ratio of the ice is directly related to the temperature of condensation of

the water vapour into snow. Analysis of recent snov samples from Greenland and Antarctica have

provided an empirical relationship between the mean surface temperature of the air and the

isotopic composition of the snow. Using this relationship, isotope studies of ice cores suggest

that air temperatures 18,000 years ago were 6°C to 9°C lower than today /14,15/. A close

comparison of the variations of the ia0/160 and D/H ratios in the same ice samples (both isotopes-

belong to the vater molecule) was used to show a higher relative humidity than today at the sea

surface /16/. The record of micropartlcles trapped in Che ice show a striking increase during the

last glaclation, which reflect enhanced aridity and wind activity increasing the dust concent of

the atnosphere as well as faster aerosol transport towards Che Antarctic continent /! 7/ . The

study of Che chemical composition of the air occluded in bubbles trapped in Ice crystals

indicates Chat during the last glacial maximum the atmospheric CO^ concentration was about 200

ppm /18,19/k about 2/3 of Che modern pre-induetrial value (260-280 ppa). The carbon dioxide,

which Is transparent to the incoming solar radiation of short wavelengths, strongly absorbs the

infra-red radiation emitted by our planet. As a consequence, the C02 contributes Co wars up Che

atmosphere and Che reduction of Che C0a concentration during Che lasC ice age might explain about

50Z of the Bean global cooling of our plarec.

THE ASTRONOMICAL THEORY OF ICE AGES

Since the pioneer work of Che yugoslavlan astronomer Mtlucln Milankovitch and the recent

developments fay the belgian astronomer André Berger /20,2i/, lc Is now veil known Chat Che shape

of che earth's orblc around the sun varies between J nearly circular orbit and an ellipse of

which the eccentricity may be as high as 6X. In this latter ease, during some seasons the earth

is closer to the sun than others. Over Che laat millions years, the eccentricity of the earth's

orbit varies with pseudo-periodicities around 100,000 years.

Two other parameters have an impact on the planetary insolation. The tilt of the earth

varies with a periodicity of 41,000 years. When it Is greater than Its present value of 23*27',

the high latitudes receives more sunlight Chan today during the summer season and less during the

winter. This configuration produces colder winter and hotter summer, increasing the seasonal

contrast. The precession of the equinoxes modifies the position of the earth in Its orbit for any

given season: Owing to axial precession and to other astronomical movements, the positions of

equinox and solstice shift slowly around the earth's elliptical orbit* This precession varies

with pseudo-perlodlclcles of 23,000 and 19,000 years. Consequently, spectral analysis of the.

variations of the insolation falling at the top of Che atmosphere exhibits peak* of strong

variance ac A1.000 years, 23,000 years and 19,000 year*.

The very same peaks of variance have also been found In the marine geological record (Figure

I-B). Spectral anslysls carried out on the oxygen Isotope record (which la an aatiauta of the

amount of ice stored over the continents) and on the sea surface temperaCura estimate* derived

from the statistical analysis of fossil fauna exhibit the same peakt /22/. These results have now

been extended to the last three Millions ysars /23/, so that It la now widely accepted that

changea In the earth's orbital geometry are the fundamental causes of the succession of
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Quaternary ice ages. However the physical nechánism by which the orbital variations control

climate and Incorporate changing carbon dioxide levels, Is still unknown.

[THE FUTPRE

As long as the atmosphere and ocean circulation patterns and their response to internal and

•external forcings are poorly understood, any attempt to predict future climates will be tinged

with speculation, even if the external forcing Is well known, as is the case from a Milankovitch

point of view.

Various prediction techniques, which all assume that the orbital variations are the maJor

forcing factor, have been applied. All assume that the earth's climate will continue to vary

under purely natural conditions. They suggest that a new ice age will developped during the next

20,000 years 724,25,26/. If we believe this prediction which mainly concerns the oxygen isocopic

record, we inevitably end up in speculation. It can only be established that, if the suggested

build-up of several millions km9 of continental ice within the next some 5-10 thousand years

should become a reality, it implies a climatic deterioration in all the high latitudes of the

continents.

The speed of the climatic transitions remains one of the most puzzling problems of the

paleocliaatology. Abrupt climatic changes have been revealed by many continental and marine

paleocllmatlc records /27,28/. Figure 3 shows such an example, for a deep sea core raised off the

French continental raargin, in the Bay of Biscay. Sea surface temperature variations up to 14°C

occurlng probably in less than 10 centuries have been evidenced in this core. However possible

coring disturbances, dating uncertainties, sedimentary hiatuses and particular problems related

to the Indicators of past climates impede a precise estimation of the tine span of such abrupt

climatic transitions.

The increasing impact of human activities upon the atmosphere and the hydrosphere have

caused serious concern (see a review in Flohn and Fantecchi, 1984). By far, the greatest impact

on climate will come from the burning of fossil fuels and the accompanying production of carbon

dioxide gas. The most conservative scenarios predict that the atmospheric C02 concentration will

be twice the present one within the next century. A number of theoretical calculations have been

made of the climatic changes corresponding to a doubling of the carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.

However these calculations are still immature, because important secondary effects such as cloud

cover changes associated with an atmospheric warming cannot be adequately accounted for. The

presently most advanced model calculations suggest the following trends for a doubling of C02:

the equilibrium global surface warming is estimated to be 3 + 1.5°C, but the temperature

Increase* vary greatly with latitude and season. In polar regions the warming could be two or

three tlaes greater than in the tropics; over the Arctic, temperature Increases would have large

seasonal variations, with maximum warming in winter and minimum warning in summer. The global

mean rates of precipitation and evaporation are estimated to increase but large regional

variations are expected /30/.

It secu therefore likely that heavy consumption of the world fossil fuel reserves would

plunge the planet Into s auper-intcrglaclal age, unlike anything experienced In the last million

years. After a few centuries, the ocean would finally absorb the anthropogenic COj and* If the

shock of the super-interglacial docs not bring about a fundamental change In the earth's climate

system, our piantt would enter into the long term cooling phase driven by changes in the earth'•

orbit (Fig. 4).
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Figure 1-A: Oxygen isotope record of equatorial Indian Ocean core MD73-O0A, giving an estimate of

the volume of ice frozen on the continents over the past 900,000 years.

Figure 1-B: Maximum entropy spectral analysis of the isotopic record of core MD 73-004.
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Figure 2-A: Oxygen isotope record of Atlantic core SU81-32 and approxinate chronology of the l««t

climatic cycle.

Figure 2-B: Estimates Cor winter and summer sea surface temperature deduced from fauiMl count* tn

core SU81-32 (from /31/).
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Figure 3: Abrupt climatic changes in the Bay of Biscay during the last 18,000 years: evidence

from Atlantic core CH72-1O4. The time scale has been estimated by comparison with other

cores well-dated by the carbon-14 method because this core does not contain enough calcltic

foraminiferal shells to be directly dated by radioactive counting.

Figure 4: Climatic forecast for the next 25,000 years. According to the astronomical theory, the

natural course of future climate would be a cooling trend, leading to full glacial

conditions 23,000 years from now. However the warming effect due to the CO2 released in the

atmosphere by human activities may well interpose for a few centuries a super-interglacial

climate, with global temperatures much higher Chan those experienced during the last million

years (modified from /32/).
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Possible correlations between reversals and extinctions of various organisms, such as

formanifera, have been found in ocean cooes. Because of tne inherent difficulty of assessing the

statistical significance of the correlation between rather frequent events and because many

biological disappearances of one speries and appearances of new\?nes occur at times other than

geomagnetic reversals the status oř the evidence is obscure. Even ift during reversals,

the magnetic field*were to entirely disappear the total cosmic ray mflux at sea level would

only increase by about 30% and/as in many cases the organisms live beDow the ocean surface

there can be no explanationyôf the extinctions in terms of genetic changes by radiation. A

diminuition of the dipoleylield does, of course, increase the influx of cnWged particles

in the high atmosphere amd the Suess "wiggles" in the C14 generation rate iiKthe upper atmosphere

suggesting a 200 year^ieriod in solar activity and the discovery of Suess andlionet t of the

same period in theyrtimate (through the analysis of tree ring thickness) suggest^ a possible

explanation of the correlation in terms o£ climatic change. Correlation has alsoVbeen alleged

between the last reversal and the meteoritic impact thought to be responsible for tnfc tectites

found in Australia (the australites) and the suggestion has been that this and other reversals

of the coiar dynamo might be triggered by such large release of energy in the outer crust\

Howeverp^ur knowledge of the terrestrial dynamo from computer and model experiments of l,o\es and

Wilkinson strongly suggest that reversals are simply an oscillation of a non-Unear system.
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